
PROFILE BUILDER

Use Case Scenario: 
Fraud Filters Can Detect Great Customers, Too
A commercial airline uses rule sets to create thresholds to identify suspicious activity, such  
as last-minute bookings and high risk city pairs, in order to detect fraudulent bookings.

But, what about the majority of bookings that aren’t fraudulent? This same powerful logic can be 
used as an opportunity to identify and incent a legitimate customer’s activity.

Where Profile Builder Creates Value: 
Hone Your Data to Help Maximize Revenue
Profile Builder can be used to gain valuable insights into an airline’s best customers.

How does it work? Profile Builder has the ability to create customized rulesets for merchant-defined 
opportunities from a wide range of dynamic characteristics. The solution can, essentially, shine a 
spotlight on previously unknown activity by strategically aggregating merchant data: 

 
 

By defining these travel trends, the airline’s ability to proactively market to the exemplary customer 
is expanded. Moreover, the changing habits of the exemplary customer can be tracked as they 
evolve over time, so that customized travel offerings, routes, campaigns and loyalty programs can 
be modified to maximize the advantage of the insights contained in real-time customer data.

Accertify Profile Builder allows merchants to 
create views around a customer, a product, 
an event or any number of data points. 
Profile data is collected, securely stored and 
aggregated as defined by the merchant and 
can be used for any number of potential use 
cases, including: account takeover, entity 
monitoring, customer loyalty, e-commerce 
/ Card Not Present fraud, policy compliance 
and usage demographics.

With Accertify’s Profile Builder 

solution, merchants benefit from 

real-time summarization and 

aggregation capabilities to help 

lower the total cost of fraud, 

especially manual reviews, and turn 

large volumes of disparate data into 

actionable intelligence. 

Customer Loyalty
Help Increase Customer Loyalty by Using Profile Builder 
to Identify Real-Time Spend Metrics and Purchase Habits
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